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| EDITORIAL
Geoff Rippington
IF you glance down the contents
lis tin g you would most probably find
i t d iff ic u lt to discover a common
lin k between the various pieces.
But, remarkably (because i t was
not intended) the whole issue not
only has a strong theme, but a theme
that is extremely topical.
Most o f you, I expect, have
seen the short l i s t for the Booker
Prize
and
have
noted
surprise and pleasure, mixed with
disappointment, the name o f . . . .
Ballard. Not of course that we SF
readers should be surprised as even
fiv e years ago, Ballard, in the
words of the Nicholls' Encyclopedia
was; 'one of the most important
writers to work through the imagery
of SF' - we have always known how

essentially a
science
fic tio n
w rite r.' - the implication being, i f
he is a SCIENCE FICTION WRITER, he
cannot be any good.. .Leaving aside
the histo rica l factors of how this
attitude came about, why is i t s t i l l
Let's play that favourite game
of the science fic tio n genre; "What
What i f Ballard had w ritten a
on the same subject as Empire
ju s t as good as
but had decided,
for some reason known only to him,
to use the
'imagery of SF'
Continued on Page 26
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If
you had borrowed a
time machine in 1979 and
for some obscure reason
followed the
history
to the present day, you
would most probably have
a rig h t to be confused.
Let me put i t another
way - I'm confused so
1 am sure you must be!
But whether we lik e
it
or not
confusion
seems
BSFA's
reason

le t me put
it
- this
magazine might be the
same size,
and might
even look
lik e
the
previous Matrix but i t
is n 't - i t is
that
Premier magazine;
the
B a ttle field Earth by L. Ron Hubbard
one that is
on the
Edward James..................................
tip of everyone's tongue
(but they never remember
Valentine Pontifex by Robert Silverberg
i
t
)
;
the
one
that
Ken Lake............................................. IB
publishes
ed itorials
which completely mystify
The Tithonian Factor by Richard Cowper
—- J B
( OS o f the
Paul Kincaid.................................. a good
membership;; the one that
is having a new editor
The Golden Grove by Nancy Kress
.20
Chris Bailey...........................
editor
gave
present
advance warning in May
Alien Debt by F.M. Busby
that t . ... .
.20
Ken Lake......................
forced by circumstances
new job, new house
The Lunatics of Terra by John Sladek
and, i f a ll goes well,
.21
Edward James....................................
' ' new member
"
'to the
1st
family on November
The Gospel from Outer Space by Robert Short
to step down; the
Martyn Taylor..........................................22
magazine whose contents
are rather good this
issue, so stop wasting
.22
David V. Barrett.
decide).

The Robots of Dawn by Issac Asimov
David V. Barrett.....................

The British Science Fiction Associa
tion is an amateur organization,
formed in 1950. which aims to
prorate and encourage the reading,
writing, and publishing of science
fiction in all its forms. We publish
- Vector, a bl- monthly critical
journal; Matrix, a bimonthly newsletterZmagazine; Focus, a biannual

I said mixed
because the

(Gollancz
EB.95) is ,
by all
accounts, nothing to do with the
science fic tio n genre or even the
imagery of SF. Robert Nye, reviewing
the book in the Guardian, takes the
next step and trie s to disassociate
Ballard from his previous work; "the
book deserves to be considered quite
apart from his former
*■•--- work, not
because i t marks a decisive

Ihe Day Lasts more than a Hundred Years by
Chingiz Aitmatov
Martyn Taylor........................................... 5

The Book of the River by Ian Watson.

.25

Reel by Laurence M. Janifer.
Paul Brazier

.26
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and get on to reading:
VECTOR MAGAZINE:
THE
CRITICAL JOURNAL OF THE
BRITISH SCIENCE FICTION
ASSOCIATION.

INTERIOR ARTWORK BY ALAN HUNTER.

M John Harrison:

The Condition
Of Falling
ANDY DARLINGTON

NEW WORLDS"

magazine?

lohn Harrison: "1 began on "NEW WORLDS" in 1966;

Grant and equally unprecedented pornography

n 1966,
fallowed by hard S.f. contributions to the "NEW WRITINGS
IN SCIENCE FICTION" anthology series. His later work
was featured in "QUARK", the excellent
Savoy Dreams
AGAIN, DANGEROUS VISIONS
and, of course, "NEW WORLDS”
editor from 1966 to 1975.
launched damning

allowed no quarter.

attacking
against which his
own work must be judged.
to be "the largest domestic cat in the world”,
cot tage

steep hillside overlooking

the flesh he’s
that's
From his “f£W WORLDS" essays, tn
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HARRISON:

of S.F. writers is so POOR. They don't KNOW anything,
don't READ anything but Science Fiction. It 's not
fault, although to an extent it 's their fault as
as It is their readers. The readers won't read
.I .. They are like children who won't eat
hurts their teeth (with a sneer), or i t
makes them feel sick. So they eat cake a ll the time.
Science Fiction publishers are there like confectioners,
to supply lots of cake. The whole “NEW WORLDS" and the
whole New Wave movement in S.F. was blown from the start
by the very fact that i f you eat nothing but cake then
eventually your jaw atrophies. There is nothing else you
CAN do.
You may desperately want to be a great writer
and say something worthwhile, but i f you've spent your
entire lif e reading and writing pap you haven't got a

Yes. Of course, he specialised in the Middle
class disaster where everything was alright

and be nice and decent, thoroughly decent and Middle
class, we shall get through. Remember the T.V.
series
"The Survivors"7 That was straight 'cosy disaster*. Did
you notice that there was always one lower-class person
touched his forelock and a ll that sort of thing. Horrible
programme.
It 's
a nice description though,
'cosy
disaster*. We've specialised in it in Britain. Until - I
along that we had any disasters that WEREN'T cosy - but
they were grinding different axes anyway. You couldn't

DARLINGTON: You once wrote a "t£W WORLDS" essay "The
Literature of Comfort", which divided the
history of Science Fiction Into an approved S.F. of ideas
'Wells, etc), and an escapist S.F. of comfort, which you
traced from Frank Baum.

,,,„v - ........ . . ___ a reaction,
and a
destructive one too, it was iconoclastic. The
_____
.3 - is i t worth producing that amount of
iconoclastic energy to break up and le t air into the
hermetic escapist dreams of children7 Is is worth it? Was
it worth a ll that running around foaming at the mouth
saying "this is terrible stuff"? I'm not sure it was. In
I'm quite
Ballard - but
HARRISON:

something which is palpably
It wasn't necessary. The Dada a
.abour Day group. Those people have simply stripped
and sold the whole thing as 'Brotherly

that's a lo t. Hut

the

love'

I f they NEED to be comforted that badly,
think
that's fa ir, but I don’t think they do.
anybody i
Really they should Just
ith their lives - NOBODY
needs Ursula Le Guin'

literature.
In fact the movement in what you would call
avant garde or modem S.F. today is very much towards a
fiction of ideas. It 's a Socialist fiction. I'm not
interested in that.

DARLINGTON:

DARLINGTON:
mainstream.
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Hany of the more radical elements of SF now
seems to have been
absorbed
into

1 don't know to be hor
near a shop that sells i t

HARRISON:

and images. The whole idea was to be a symbol
that time, rather a crude one
do a l i t t l e better and not

two

them out and

While the

DARLINGTON:

about being human.

DARLINGTON:

HARRISON:
Publishers never

always bound to come after
learn that sort of th ir
people.

escapism

DARLINGTON:

Science Fiction you

comfort fiction?
Perhaps people buy S.F. lik e they buy records. They dance
to the record without being overly concerned about how
assembled or how aesthetically
about

What

HARRISON:

HARRISON:

that guaranteec
good promi
called
Flying being slang
loose. You must

process of

period of time. I don't think we did i t as far as the
to the record are concerned. They
people who ju s t

I realised that

genre wasn't a ll
time I realises

yourself

quickly.

DARLINGTON:
trying
DARLINGTON:

HARRISON;

saying is
about

four writers

it

inevitable.
was a good thing. The

trad ition of
bougn,
.
_..=
_____
them the confidence. You've got to go for i t in the

DARLINGTON:

HARRISON:

book, The Ice

or Horror or

the people who are going
stories a consideration?

.... he whistled off down Henrietta Street,
ready to walk as far as he could. He looked
Inland, at the hills looming though squalls
of rain. Soon he would climb up among them
and let the wind blow those clean childish
little sins out of him and away.' "Strange
Great Sins" by M. John Harrison (Interzone 5)
HARRISON:

iery typical, voice. And people are

□ther genre to make
away from the
n "Running Down" fo r instance, is where the
conceived to be so cynical, unpleasant, and
couldn't
maginative people they are

blinkered.

that - although they blather on about him
my technique
DARLINGTON:
a Symbolist sense. Much of what you describe as

rubbishy, readable, generic S.F,

n some of Kafka's work.
years has giver
Symbolism.
stories. '• —
.
stories
cruder ones in there, w ritten as long ago as 1975,
a symbolist

HARRISON:

no plots per se.
and contrast of sy

- god help you the a b ility to suck the reader ir

SURREALISTVERVE, ITS LOONEY
NON-REALITY, ITS PIERCINGTRUTHS,
ITSWIT, ITS MASKED MELANCHOLY,
ITS NOSE FOR DAMNATION, ITS
BUNKUM, ITS CONTEMPT FORHOME
COMFORTS, ITS SLEWED
ASTRONOMY, ITS XENOPHILIA, ITS
HIP, ITSCLASSLESSNESS, ITS
MYSTERIOUS MACHINES, ITS
GAUDY BACKDROPS, ITSTRAGIC
INSECURITY.**
From th e forew ord by Brian A ldiss

The Michelin Guide
To SF
DAVE LANGFORD

LIST 1
Richard Adans
Kingsley Amis
Poul Anderson
Hilary Bailey
Barrington Bayle
Aabrose Bierce
Lloyd Biggie Jr
Robert Bloch

Russell Hoban
Chris Hodder-HUllans
Robert R. Holdstock

'Jehoshaphat'" said Baley
"Partner Elijah," said the other, stepping forward
a small, grave smile on his face.
"Daneel1" cried Baley, throwing his arms around
the robot and hugging tightly. ''Daneel1 '" (pJO)
This touching l it t le scene confirms that Asimov
s t il l writes about emotional interaction with a ll the
literary skill and deftness of M ills and Boon. Being
Asimov, though, he has to give the robot's point of view

I have a cold feeling that the ideal
really is
unattainable, that the only way to carry on is with as
much honesty as possible along one's usual path of merry
subjectivism... and that unless he'd tackled the
massive, Johnsonian task of writing every entry himself,
David Wingrove's Michelin Guide was doomed from the
start to founder in the sloughs of inconsistency. Hubris

Just in case the reader has forgotten the
singly
or together, interminably, throughout the book.
Asimov has always had a love of chapter titles ;
'Conversation with a Commissioner' and 'A
Roboticist s Confronted' in the earlier books. This
time the titles
are characters' names: 'Daneel',
'Giskard',
'Daneel and Giskard*, 'Aoain Daneel and
Ciskard', etc. The system falls down because there are
more chapters than characters, and because Giskard
appears in Daneel's chapter and vice versa, as does
almost everyone else.
Also, the 19 named chapters are
subdivided into 84 numbered chapters, so why bother?
Asimov has not yet cured himself of the habit of

Again Whodunnit
David Barrett

cliched writing:
Granada 1984,]

■He struggled desperately to open his clogged
throat, to call to Daneel for help - He could make
no sound - ' (p61)

The standard, and highly offensive rejection
letter from "Isaac Asimov's Science Fiction Magazine"
reads in part as follows:

'...h e raised i t high and brought his arm down to
hurl it at Baley. And Baley, caught utterly by
surprise, barely managed to cringe back against his
chair.' (pB7)

[ THE ROBOTS Of DAWN by ISAAC ASIMOV.
[419pp.. £8.95. ISBN 0-246-12304-4]

stories are rejected because they lack

'"Let's get a ll of i t into the open, so that we may
be able to see light in what now seems darkness."'
(p!64)
'"So talk) Now'"' (p213)
simply because
ie other 849 se

failed to rise
that month.'

References, passim, to characters and events in
The Caves of Steel and The Naked Sun are to be expected.
What took me by surprise, though, was Dr Fastolfe
telling Baley the 'legends' about Susan Calvin and the
telepathic robot (pp82-3) ( 'Liar!':1941), and Andrew
Martin and L ittle Miss (pl91) ('The Bicentennial Man':
1976), and about the possibility that:

Dr Han Fastolfe, the great roboticist of Aurora, is
accused of roboticide - causing mental freeze-out in a
humaniform robot he had designed and built. Plainclothesman Elijah Baley of Earth is called in to clear his
succeed: Fastolfe's
political
opponents
or rather.
colonisation to be
iniform robots, so that no human need get his
- while Fastolfe would support Earth's
and settlement of other worlds. I f he is
>e innocent, his views are likely to
the Auroran World Legislature; if not, his

"'there may come a day when someone w ill work out
ad strokes of the future, and know what might be
store for humanity, instead of merely guessing
to make things better.
as 'psychohistory..."’ (plOB)

condemned forever to fester

'Baley cried out (gasped out, rather), "Straighten
the vehicle, Giskard'"’ (p323)
(p328)
Toneless, perhaps.
'"Let me take the opportunity of once
apologising for the scurvy trick I played
with respect to the Personal."' (pl01-2)
'He saw a thoroughly human shape, with a broad,
high-cheekboned face and with short bronze hair

8

The extreme formality and 'scurvy

trick'

don't

Worthy, but..
M artyn Taylor
. in a human, would be
lander could tumesce and

[ IHE DAY LASTS MORE THAN ft HUNDRED YEARS
B> Chinqii]
[Aitmatov. Macdonald 1984. 352pp., 18.95. ISBN 0-556]
(-09375 1]

the cover show a particularly chunky and mechanical,
decidedly non-humaniform robot, and in an alien and
person at Granada
here’s Chris Toss's phone number?' They
bother to Anglicize the spelling: that's

9

There can be no doubt that Yelizarov is Aitmatov. It

this Tine old khazak must be buried with all due simple
respect at the traditional burial ground, Ana Beit, some
30 kilometers distant. By all the force at his command
Yedigei bullies a respectful attitude into his neighbours

interested outsider, like Aitmatov he knows a ll about the
people of Burranyi, all the facts and figures, but when
he writes about them he writes about their externals.
Which is what Aitmatov does. His intellectual knowledge
is formidable, but he does not write from the inside. As
an educated, compassionate anthropologist’s dissertation

How he caught the golden sturgeon for his young wife
Ukubala and how he lusted impossibly after the wife of a

loves Yedigei and hia fellows. By his diligent

a cosmodrome
ths send them back to bury
Along the way we are told of

who was captured during the war but escaped to Yugoslavia

Interspersed

TO BOLDLY GO WHERE FICTION
H A S RARELY GONE BEFORE

suctorial

5

noticeably
content

J C BALLARD
The voices of Time

running through the book these
are prime examples of the
's art.
Improbability of

RACHEL INGALLS

improbable the
a joint
US/U55R enterprise,
the
Demlurgos prograome, which is super-

J. G. BALLARD
The Voices of Tim e
A classic collection of stories by 'science fiction’s most brilliant and most unorthodox
writer' New Musical Express £2.95
The Drowned World
‘This story of flooded London, overrun by tropical vegetation, first displayed Ballard’s
extraordinary technical brilliance to its full' City Limits £2.50
The Terminal Beach
‘a dazzling collection of tales of fantasy dystopias' The Standard £2.95

RACHEL INGALLS
Binstead's Safari
Rachel Ingalls's marvellously inventive tale of love, legend and fantastic transformation is a
small triumph.. . It should, if there is any justice, bring her hundreds of new admirers'
Paul Bailey, The Standard £2.95
M rs Caliban and Others
Suburban housewife meets gentle sea monster in this 'impeccable parable. . so deft and
austere in its prose, so drolly casual in its fantasy, but opening up into a deep female
sadness that makes us stare' John Updike £2S5

EE

EE

EVERYMAN FICTION FROM DENT

duplicated control system on an air
craft
carrier moored
equidistant
between Vladivostok and San francisco,
and a single astronaut from
country labelled 'Paritycaptain
and
'Paritycaptain
Aitmatov cannot

American free run of
In his description of the purging of
Abutalip
he
acknowledges
the
institutional paranoia of
Russian
so why this absurdity? Of
course.
may be missing something
dreadful
translation, but I don't
believe so. Aitmatov is simply hope
notion seems like something dreamt up
by a hack at the behest of some
apparatchik who wants to see Wings of
the Fatherland print some 'nobility of
socialist science' pieces. And i f his
hardware and organisation is straight
out of some Soviet version
of
His two astronauts blithely

the
Ing's 'Canopus
■ithout even
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take

SF’s Coelocanth

It would be all too easy to dismiss the book with a
incompetent and indeed amateurish

Edward James

1983'

[BAWLEFlEtD EARTH : * SAGA OF THE YEAH 5000: by I . Ron]
[HIBBARD. Quadrant Books 1984. 819 pp., £8.95]

that

help the
Battlefleld Earth

got through

translated into 98.ODD
good as this book, for
What would se
people
Battlefield Earth, apart num me vxnueu ut onuiuw w,u
self-help? Hubbard's own philosophy and propagandist aims
emerge plainly, particularly in the last section, which
deals with the reconstruction of Earth, this is the world
that Hubbard wants, run by competent technologists who
you yourself have to dominate', freedom from taxation and
government
interference,
freedom from intellectual
and
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I he word Robot was coined in Prague by Karel Capek
in 1920, when the play RUR was published ( i t was staged
the christening of our genre by Gernsback.
heard of science

a long time after w riting i t he was unhappy because
people did not understand his play RUR.
comedy
1921

than by biology
Both

riteresting information about the
Other names:
great book:
Hou;
originated during
and the dangerous
be so successful

would we’ Would LUR
as RUR was? This is

[1B92-19721 author c
a Thousand floors

interested in science and has been regarded as a disciple
Behounek (189B-197J)

a colourful

Czech w riting and is known a ll over the world, with the
possible exception of the Good Soldier Schweik. When 1
fans knew th is.

However,

things have changed for the

i t ' s even considered as a danger to >
our leading c r itic s recently told me

other

Reason And
Rationalism
JOSEF NESVADBA
Seacon 84

Guest

of Honour Speech
personality: a physicist, pupil of the Curies, member of
the Nobile expedition to the North Pole, he survived the
crash of his airship. He wrote mainly for young people
and reminds one of early Lem. In th is he carried on the
trad ition of Sf proper as i t existed in Czech in the
early ID 's, mainly as reading for older children (friska,
Rypl, Hruby, f oustka, Babula).
ludvik Soucek was a stomatologist and colleague of

inspired by knowledge and the development of knowledge.
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an Old Psychiatrist

■1th popular information,
experiment that 1 would lik e to repeat.
Just now I am finishing a bigger
___
subtitled "sex fic tio n ", but i t trie s to understand not
only human sexual behaviour but also our aggressive
drives,
instin cts,
th irs t for knowledge, arts and
brotherhood, simply the whole "psychosexual evolution" as
"Notes from the End o f th is

Millennium"

Progress. Motivations begin
every stage or

Valentine's anabasis

s prepared to
basis, many of the otherwise annoying
an old and honoured form o f s to ry -te lli
embarked

unwinds, knowing that
ut savouring the hero's

struggles and troubles.
can be manipulated further through his own sciences:
and replaced, his very think
I t is evident that our themes today

population explo
atomic extermination
important.

nterpolatlons
such inconsequential

Indiv 1dunIs
perhaps

------ —
nothing
an immense canvas of Custer's Last Stand with
goddamn wrinkle on
search of
ing and even enthralling. Had this novel one-tenth of the
power of Up The Line (1969), The World Inside
(19701.
A Time o f Changes (1971) or Recalled To L ife (1972), or

Bunyan Revisited

Castle, or of the charm of The Hajipoor Chronicles
might have forgiven its freguent longueurs.
"1 believe

Ken Lake
[ VALENTINE PONTIICl
by
[Collancz Ltd 198A, M7pp.,

leave one in that state so admirably

ROBERT SILVERBERG.
£9.95. ISBN O-575-0J444-01

Let's face i t , this
Valentine's Castle
(1979/80)

tired old slog w ill bring hi
i:

i•

(the comparative height
by any logical person.

enjoyments

Shapeshifters whose threatening power lurks behind every

of disbelie

Close To Home
Paul Kincaid
[THE TITH0N1AN FACTOR By RICHARD COWPER Gollancz 19B4.J
[160pp..
ff'575 0J445TT

C.J. CHERRYH
Hugo Award Winning
Author
A brilliant new Downbelow
Station novel
MERCHANTER’S LUCK £ 1 95

CLIFFORD D. SIMAK
One ofSF’s greatest names
Two new novels..
SPECIAL DELIVERANCE £1.95
OUR CHILDREN’S CHILDREN

£1.95
(October)
... and a classic reissue
WAY STATION £1.95

BARRINGTON J.
BAYLEY
A SF writer on the verge of
international acclaim
THE ZEN GUN £195
(October)

GILLIAN BRADSHAW
A reissue of her distinguished
Arthurian trilogy including a slip
case set
HAWK OF MAY
IN WINTER’S SHADOW
KINGDOM OF SUMMER £3.85

(October)

BEN BOVA
T.J. BASS
From the author of The
G odw hale, a pulsating vision of
the future
HALF PAST HUMAN £ 1 95
. . .and a reissue of
THE GODWHALE £195

PETER TREMAYNE
At last, his stunning Celtic fantasy
is complete with the third volume
BUCCANEERS OF LAN-KERN

£1.95
... and the reissue of the first
THE FIRES OF LAN-KERN

£1.95
rather than seeming contrived,

a ll

are
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THE WINDS OF ALTAIR
TEST OF FIRE

First UK paperback publication
£1.95
THE EXILES TRILOGY

m one bumper volume, from the
author of C olony and V oyagers
£2.50
(November)

to point the spotlight at the
tragedy, perhaps, the raw self
exposed on a naked stage? Not exactly, for while Nancy
Kress brings us a cast of strong-willed people who have
plenty to disagree about, l it t le conflict emerges owing
She did not know what to say, but realized
that she was not much shocked, nor even
surprised. Mostly she sorrowed for the
wounds her daughter would seek, and cause.
It
was not like this that she had

A Tangled Web

pounces in eager analysis.
While she worthily has
attempted to write a novel of character, her characters
exist only in her imposed interpretation of them and
thereby she deprives the reader of one of his
pleasures.
better than
above would
----- - - — ------------------------------- the level of
device. In a book one of the recurrent images of which is
that of spinning and weaving, the author herself spins
around------------ characters a complex web of images and
and country, grove
delusions

effective symbol of

Chris Bailey
[ rm COlDCN CROVt by NANCY KRESS. Bluejay Books 19B4.J
[250pp., $15.95. ISBN 0-312-94180-5J

Second Class Returned
Ken Lake
[ALIEN DEBT by f.H. BUSBY. Bantam Books Inc 19B4. 226pp]
[<2.75. ISBN 0-555-24176-1]

View,

Busby has invented one useful phrase - the Long
found in the first three chapters with and without

space opera.
An intriguing writer is Busby: his Demu Trilogy
(1973/80) started off in the brutal, torturing style of
so much of today's adventure fiction, but at least i t had
the virtue of its speed, strength and conviction to see

Lemon & Onion
Edward James
( THE LUNATICS OF TERRA by JOHN SI.ADEK.
(192pp., £7.95. ISSN 0-575-034464-5]

Gollancz 1984.]

admire ('The Last of the Whaleburgers', 'Answers' and
"The White Dwarf). Adult Terrans may become so taken
over by their irrational view of the world that they

Trampled SF

,__, ....
(which
...........
they
______
call _______________
leisure activities) that they
regress into juvenility, leaving machines and children to
run the world ('Calling all Gumdrops'). The stories are
i any way, but all of them
very successful horror story
about a Teddy bear,

David Barrett

doubt;

[FIRE PATTERN by BOB SHAW Gollancz 19B4. 190pp., £7.95]

A Slice Of Heresy

ish you would burn to

M artyn Taylor
[THE GOSPEL FROM OUTER SPACE

ROBERT SHORT

which is

graphically described, and shortly after

but

thoroughly

il though ther
What

puts words into the mouths of such as Shakespeare and
Nietzche, whom most would have considered more than
capable of expressing their true thoughts. In one place
Short 'quotes’ Stanley Kubrlk. At least, the words appear
in parentheses even though Short suggests they are a

(he Globe in Ulverston,
sometimes think they could keep a ll their

hand in large friendly black letters for everyone
- but of what Short thinks he said. The differer
illuminating - on Mr.Short. Similarly, he seems
have noticed that he quotes Carl Sagan with apprc
and then, sixteen pages later, dismisses him
aetheist materialist so typical of
suspect Mr. Short believes h
scholarship. His scholarship is
of original Bin which is not so much novel as
entirely new school of theologyl He isn't too strong on
free w ill or the power of prayer, either. But these pale
into nothingness beside his crass incomprehension of the
of the Christian doctrine it must surely be accepted
that the Christian churches do not hold Christ to have
perfect human being ever, but to have been the Messiah
whose crucifixion redeemed a ll of us. i f we choose.
Obiwan ben Kenobi (Star Wars)
symbols', so in his world Christ

of Hartley's best every
(ppl01-102)
Mild I kr
sentiment.

telephone conversation, might also perhaps have
claim to reality: a certain John Sladek 'whc

Jerome was impressed by his book he replies, 'Thankyou.
It 's nice to hear from one of my readers... Wonder who
Apocrypha did Sladek sell7 ) Jerome enquires about
Spontaneous Combustion. "Oh, I don't know,* Sladek said.
'Maybe people do burst and make ashes of themselves...
Well, it 's a whole new category of event that the
insurance companies can refuse to pay off fo r.' (pp39-40)
There is very lit t le overt humour apart

love your
uncomfortable.
inevitable but ambiguous conclusion.
towards Speilberg

1 shall pray for Mr. Short. With friends like hi
believe they can lead young people to the truth

over-extended epics.
could have been extended

nice complementer!ty

DAVID V. BARRETT.
31 Hayfield Grave.

CV CHAUVIN.
142A8 Wilfred
Detroit. Mitch.
USA 48213

EXTRAVAGANZA!
K V Bailey
[THE BOOK Of THE RIVER by
[208pp., £7.95)

IAN WATSON Gollancz

1984,]
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Editorial Cont.

A Reel Headache

For a start, who would publish it? Although
Ballard is well known and sells quite well, up to now he
has not been in the super league and would have

Paul Brazier

houses. But let's say he has a streak of luck and a
publisher shows enough interest to arrange a meeting.
To his horror he finds out that it is the SF editor
(most probably an ex editor of Vector and therefore an
5F expert)) who is making the offer. What should
Ballard do'7 He instinctively feels that it is the best
book he has ever written and with a bit of luck might
be considered for the Booker shortlist. However, if it
is published under the SF label with, most probably,
gaudy Japanese robots on the cover, he can guarantee
that it will not make the shortlist or even be
reviewed extensively in the national press,
attached
has little choice. With the stigma that
to anything to do with science fiction
unlikely to be accepted by any publisher other than an
5F publisher. This way at least it will be published.
Although our fictional case is a striking example of the
absurdity of the position science fiction has within
literature, it is of course, nothing new. Over the
last twenty years writers like Moorcock and Aldiss have
been praised for their works outside the genre and

[Rebl by LAURENCE M. JAN1FER Doubleday 1983. 186pp.,]
[$11.95. H/B ISBN: 0-385-17757-7]
This is very strange. When I knew that I would be
reviewing this book, I read a collection of Janifer's
short stories in order to ground myself in his style.
Reel arrived and I dutifully read it — and due to one
thing and another, writing the review was seriously
delayed.
Now when I came to actually write this piece, I
found I couldn't remember anything about the book. So I
leafed through it, refreshed my memory, and wrote some
thing which constitutes a major part of the latter half
of this review. But I stalled on filling in the back
ground. Reason? I couldn't remember any of the short
stories either. I have just glanced through the
collection again in order to fill in that background, and
realised that, apart from one outstanding story, I could
remember none of them. So I re-read one or two, and it
was as though 1 was reading them for the first time.
I
didn't remember them at all. And this is, as I said
above, very strange, because I have almost certainly read
all the stories originally in Astounding or Analog as
well as in this collection.
Now let me be quite plain.
I like Janifer's
stories: and 1 like his writing. So why should I find it
so difficult to remember anything about them apart from
the enjoyment? The answer lies, I think, in the nature of
the short story in general and the SF short story in

What is new, and what is exacerbating the situation
is the commercial success that some writers are having
in the genre and the effect that this:is having upon the
rest of the new science fiction writers. Why or who
started it is irrelevant; be it the publishers’
accountants or the SF Editors' essential laziness, but as
soon as science fiction had a success the floodgates
to commercialism sprang open and now seem close to
taking the dam with it. Up to a point, especially
with paperback houses, commercial instinct must take its
place. But what I am talking about here is established
hardback publishers whose very existence is not motivated
by large profits from the 'fiction' section, and who have
been captivated by this 'commercial game’. It is my
contention that the 'safety first' policy of the SF
hardback publishers is continually widening
the
creativity
gap between the repetitive pap that we
laughingly call 'mainstream' science fiction and the
creative writer who 'uses the imagery of science
fiction'. Commercial instinct dictates that if something
is successful try it again, and again, and again as we
have seen with Dune, Foundation and the like. But SF
publishers have taken this one step forward, and have
applied the law of 'supply and demand'. Most publishers
tend to stay with writers that sell, as long as the
quality of what is being produced is to standard, and the
science fiction field shouid be no exception. But by SF
publishers, signing long term contracts with their
current authors detailing a certain number of work/s per
year, instead of letting the material dictate the flow of
work, instead of using sand, cement and water to build a
dam, they ignored the creative ingredients and have ended

the development of character or plot. Bare bones are all
that is possible, and there is usually a single pivotal
point, be it a twist in the tail, an elaborate!y-led-upto joke or pun, or the Joycean epiphany. But at least a
mainstream writer can assume that a major part of his
fictional world is co-extensive with the real world of
the reader. This option is not open to SF writers. They
have to tell us everything we need to know. Of course,
the art of writing short stories is to tell the readers
what they need to know without actually telling them —
subliminally, as it were. Thus it is clear that to write
short SF is much more difficult than to write short
mainstream fiction, simply because there is so much more
information to impart. So a master of the form can
delight and divert as much with the skill demonstrated in
arriving at the denouement as with the denouement itself.
And of course, again, this is why Janifer's short
stories are at once so good and so unmemorable. He is so
adept at the absolute minimalism necessary to good short
story writing that the minutiae of the worlds he
describes hardly impinge on our consciousness beyond
leading us to the story’s end.
So we come to Reel, a novel by a master of the
short story. And a novel which I enjoyed immensely — but
which 1 found myself hard put to remember anything of.
And the reason for this? Well, before 1 go into the
actual story or writing, here are some numbers.
At 186 pages, Reel is a short novel. But of those
pages, the first twelve are blank save for titles,
publishing details, and a four line dedication —
you could get the lot on a single side without crowding.
The story itself is made up of twenty 'calls', each
contain- ing two chapters. That's forty chapters. The

quality of our 'established' science fiction writers
(however much it improves their economic life - for an
outside these protective bubbles) but has left any avenue
for new writers firmly closed. The 5F Editor once a
protector against the forces of commercialism seems to
have lost courage - a book should be a gamble for both
writer and publisher - and is taking the safe option. How
can we expect the new literature of tomorrow to come from
a science fiction writer if we are busily reproducing
yesterdays fiction? Is it no wonder that the critics
If you look at the contents again, the linkage
should now be on obvious. M.J. Harrison, one of the most
strident critics of the SF establishment puts the case
for leaving the genre to its own end. On the reverse
side of the coin, Josef Nesvadba asks us, before we
disappear under a welter of Sword 4 Sorcery and Dragons,
to go back to the roots of science fiction. Sitting
neatly on the edge of the coin Dave Langford re-evaluates
our view of critical standards within the SF genre. Io
assist you in your evaluation of Science Fiction today,
the reviews cover the complete gamut of the science
fiction field. From L. Ron Hubbard's Battlefield Earth
to Asimov's The Robots of Dawn to Silverberg, Shaw and
Sladek...........................................

epigraph lo
second.
make it clearer, the
________ ___
a words FIRST CALL
__ r _____
the centre of the page. The rest of the
page is blank, as is the other side.
*'J_ TThis
*--- is
-- followed•
by chapter one — which is a twelve line quotation
from Plato, t*" -- 1 --name of the character this call is for. On the next
begins (half way down the page),
is repeated for each call, so that
the twenty
calls we 1have *
four
for each of
That's eighty pages
pages devoid of narrative.
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essentially blankI Add the opening
twelve, that's ninety-two. Ninety-two
pages blank out of one hundred and
THE REVIEW OF SCIENCE FICTION
the reason I could barely remember
Reel
is that i t is lit t le wore than
gf.phiol OUV5. you should not mm out on FOUNDATION
shortness
find most

frustrating is that there

Brian Aldiw, J.G. Ballard. Gregory Benford, Michael Bishop,

Among the epigraphs there are
Shakespeare,
quotations from Plato,
freud, and
for it is at most a simple story. Boy
meets g irl, falls for g irl, and wins
g irl, despite this being totally
contrary to the established patterns
of behaviour on his world — The Reel

FOUNDATION ii published ihiec tune, a year and each mur contain, over a hundred well-filled
RAWZAS. Eiglmd Plnlu mute .-lejuei or faual ardm puuaHr K ’Thl SF FaaaAalam ‘ .dmrrrcaa
lubunber;
$14 l/Aii a dollar u cavrr t&k baadliagdurgti if payingby 4aU>rcbafaa)
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